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Since becoming part of the Stephanie Alexander
Kitchen Garden Program® in 2010, (see back of this

Berrima Public School
& the Stephanie Alexander
Kitchen Garden Program®

brochure), the Berrima Public School community
has grown a wondrous edible garden and built an
impressive architect-designed kitchen facility.
Classes in the garden and the kitchen are

In 2010, Berrima Public School was awarded

now integral to the academic life of the school.

a highly-sought-after grant by the Stephanie

Gardening, cooking and eating engage all of a

Alexander Kitchen Garden® Foundation.

child’s senses, and it is extraordinary to witness

We are the only school in the Southern Highlands,

the scope of the learning experience in these

and at that time were one of only twenty-two

lessons. Ecology and gastronomy help bring

NSW schools, to achieve this.

alive every subject, from reading and writing and

The Program encourages children to grow,

history, to science and art.

harvest, prepare and share delicious and healthy

The children’s sense of pride and satisfaction

food. At schools throughout Australia, it’s already

in growing is evident from each season’s

having a positive influence on children’s lives:

harvest, and in sharing the preparation, creation

on their food choices, their school work,

and tasting of dishes in the kitchen, they are

their sense of community and their understanding

developing all kinds of life skills and learning

of the earth’s natural cycles.
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Visit www.kitchengardenfoundation.org.au
for more information.

Enquiries: Tim Ryan, Principal: 02 4877 1262
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how to work as part of a team.

Berrima
Childrens
Kitchen

With four individual work stations fitted with
quality Ilvé appliances, the facility assures
considerable potential as a venue for cooking
groups and classes, available for adults and
children beyond the school.
The cooktops and ovens have been fitted into
custom-built rosewood cabinetry made locally.
The spacious dining area has been designed
by our architects to be light-filled though every
season, with clerestory windows providing a

The Project So Far

canvas of surrounding trees and skies. At the
front of the dining area bi-fold doors open onto

Building our extraordinary kitchen and dining

lawn, while a large timber deck is planned for

facility has been an enormous undertaking,

the other side.

made possible only by the very generous support
of local businesses and individuals. Time and

A Community Space

materials were given for cost price or donated.

Future public use of Berrima Children’s Kitchen

Construction was carried out by an almost

will both serve to connect the school and our

entirely voluntary team, led by local builder and

Kitchen Garden Program with the broader

former Berrima Public student Fred Krahenbuhl.

community, and by generating an important

A Kitchen and More

funding stream, will also guarantee the future of
this vital scheme in our school.

The kitchen has been designed to function as

We are proud and grateful that Berrima Children’s

both a classroom for the children of Berrima

Kitchen has been built by the community in a spirit

Public, and as a valuable resource for the wider

of great generosity. In the creation

Southern Highlands community.

of this wonderful space, and in the

As a commercial venue available for hire, it

future as it is used by our children

provides a unique space with potential for

and others of the Southern

meetings, talks and demonstrations. So far

Highlands, it has also become a

the kitchen has been used to host a number of

community-building project.

functions including a Berrima Business Houses

For bookings or enquiries,

meeting, a community consultation session run

please contact the Berrima

by Boral and a lunch served to members and

Public School Principal,

friends of The Royal Botanic Gardens Society.

Mr Tim Ryan, on 02 4877 1262

The dining space has been designed to allow maximum light
and a glimpse of the surrounding tree-tops. Stainless steel
work surfaces provide ample preparation area, and a harvest
bench has been purpose-built from recycled hardwood.

